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Ashok Gangadean Lecture Eurotas 2012
THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSPERSONAL LITERACY IN THE EMERGENCE OF
AWAKENED GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS:
OUR MATURATION AS A SPECIES
1st philosophy (term from Aristotle) deepest metaphysics, code for reality
I live in mindspace language
/I /   [lens of mind *] Subject-Predicate relate to facts to capture the world   on this level we
are object
But all spiritual teachers say: we are not objects but I
How do we know the laws of thinking?
If we change our lens we change our view, the world eg.,  Genesis  is true, Big Bang, Darwin,
Einstein
The lens of mind /I/ creates the world, there are many different worlds
Different /I/ don’t know how to communicate between these worlds, different things are true
for different fragmented /I/. What make sense in one world often doesn’t make sense in
another

But “behind”, “above”, Global consciousness deeper layer of legacy, a transpersonal legacy
From separatism to wholeness
Ashok came to transpersonal not only from psychology but also through ontology

The tao that is a name is not TAO
AUM:  Krishna teach Arjuna that the world is fragmented, the Essence of Bhagavad gita
AUM space end separatism
Different language that separate language   monolense=monologue  have to go in to dialogue

I  Thou  interwoven    I∝THOU
A person is not a thing A person is sacred
Kant what we see is functioned on mental structure
Das ding an Sich is beyond.
If only mental I no ethics.  only phenomenology but no noumenology

I of ego is not fully Logos
You have to leave your history your ego your script.
Abraham has to leave Isaac for God
All Greek wisdom: leave the world of the senses to the world of Logos
History of philosophy of Europe   the self is no-thing (Sartre),  all is in language (Derrida)
A deep transpersonal drama journey into Logo sphere  a deeper script, the I Thou culture

We missed the essence of Descartes meditations which is on  first philosophy  How far can I
doubt?
If this is a dream I can not trust it, but 2+2=4   even in a dream math is true.  but if tricked by
a Demon? Cannot even trust mathematics. So Descartes discovered the world is not first
knowledge... Cogito ergo sum. I AM  Being is thinking.  Here the ego cannot touch me   But
if I am finite there must be an infinite Being  (Descartes 3rd meditation  not in ordinary logic
but in LOGOS ) Descartes discovered  ((I Thou)) he saw ((I AM)) is ((I THOU))
Descartes was not mind-body dualist …but couldn’t find the link between the egomental dual
and Logoic nondual
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Demon of doubt and Demon of Separation   I langue world dual  the world(s) is(are )separated

I AM  a presentation not a representation  on/of Logos
But on duality I just a concept
Descartes said “I am” a new phenomenology says Husserl
Heidegger   meditative thinking vs. talking thinking

Buddha four noble truth 1. Life is suffering; 2. The cause of suffering  is  our mental lens
3 we can choose
4 we can go into Buddha space of compassion, connectivity of Transpersonal SUNAKA
emptiness  Everything is connected  [JP cf entanglement]

Cf. Blake Infinity in a grand of sand and Eternity  in hour   ((T))  in /T/

All teacher call us from monologue   I =it  script to Logosscript  I ∝ THOU
Sin is separation from God,  so  we must die from the separatism
Sin is to be fallen from connectivity

Every word on monolevel  /x/   in LOGO level ((X)),  /I/  ((I))
Logos infinite field. you cannot step out of it you are surrounded  by it  and your are always
already  there. From  ((/I/))  to ((I))
[I think the lecture ended here]

To move

DEEP  DIALOGUE AT THE BAR   (several hours with Ashok and a group on Eurotas 2012)

Sin + samsara  =   Sinsara
A=A law of identity cuts from unity   = suffering    identity is illness
I-it  no love  I-Thou   Love!
Need script of logos a deeper script
A = A   Hegel A and not A but still in the  egobox;     neither A nor A   get out of the box
Your are always protected the real self always close to you
Therapist from Aumlevel touch the client in [Logo] level  healing from her higher self  by
Dialogue

Abused girl heard voices to commit suicide. Therapist found the dialogue in girl of what
happened could then dialogue with inner self
Faith have healed you faith is connection with the healing/whole
Desmond Tutu   truth and reconciliation
Truth shall make us heal  (Heidegger)  [JPJesus truth shall make you free?]
Dialogos is dia logos   go /move in to Logos
1 dec Philadelphia Heal America American evolution not finished
A: 24-7 practice 8 fold way of Buddha
Not ego drink  but Logo drink   [cfr mindfulness]
Script is infinite so many ways to teach not only words, also actions
The world is scripting the world
Derida tried to break out of the box, Heidegger and M.de Ponit
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Not to talk about …. because  then locked in the box
Talk from Aum sphere/Logos
Transcategorial vision
Nirvana is around us
 Cf Photosynthesis  in plants  Logosynthesis in Humans

Jesus I am the life   How do we live it
A: Not vegetarian   logoterian
Everything is connected but individual  so Christ  not same as Buddha
To his students: Live mindfully forget all you learnt fixed pattern
Not information but transformation   Show up be aware   24-7 be aware of all
Not I am running   just running
Ego culture a culture of violence using a violent script
Learn children have the open heart
Institute institutionalise violence
God is here, we all must find our “G-spot”
Find the grace, literacy, everyone must find their own password
Ego can not force itself into Logos -  you cant fake Orgasm
You cant do it you must undo it  not will it
Not my will but Thy will
Journey of enlightenment is the shortest and the longest at once.

Literacy of mindfulness
((time))  is Now time
Boundless of pathways into Logos
The world does not belong to the egospehere    homo sapiens  go to  Logosapiens

Help the student to see you have a G-spot   Walk with Grace    Modelling it
If I say that  I am enlightened I am not that
Enlightenment is a living process,  the field is shifting
Everyone fall sometimes It is how we take the fall and rise again which brings/is
enlightenment
((NOW)) all time in a point    SPACETIME as a point!!
Remember is to connect
Mood swings, multiple personality  :  heal by strengthen the contact with the self
Awakening the global enlightenment   it is not a luxury but a
necessity
Democracy of enlightenment  Literacy  belongs to the people

 A: and a group work on proclaim EGO-strike
“human-nature” is not ego but  we are Logo nature
But most people believe  they are egosapiens
In box knowledge is not knowledge : I  separated from object
But in Logos I⇔ Object Noumina and Kant said we cant know it.   But Buddha and Christ
and all spiritual teachers  say you can know it

(science)  in ego box but we need ((science)) learnt by Buddha Krishna

How do you know the logo knowledge?  Ethics is transpersonal
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 One sign performance,  success

Truth shall heal
How do you know you are in Logo state?
As you know  I am in love  when you rise (not fall) in Love you know
Buddha doesn’t answer that question because then goes into box.
Ecstasy  ex stages
A sage on the stage  or a coach on Logos
Phenomena  what appears
Kant Noumena  das ding an Sich be careful you cant know the object  no thing in isolation
 There is no object for itself
“I belief it rains” a sentence in the box
How do you believe in Logos
Faith is not egostate   but trust that we are real, that higher self is real, faith is confidence
Fundamental field is infinite so here we can’t  (or can??) step out of the logos
Faith is the most powerful knowledge,  a state of Being
I is always there so help client to get out of history
You can speak in the egostate or Logostate
A: as a lecturer with his voice help people open up for the Logos
A: was a egotecher then vent to in India discovered Bhagavad-Gita
First lectured in boxlevel didn’t work so must found a new way speaking from the Logos
Speaking them into that you speak from heart

Step back for everything you learnt you must be willing to that
Saith music
art expressing philosophia  in dress etc    Creating presence

Jesus I am the way is not egolanguage but you must speak Logos
To save the planet we must have self-conscious on mass level

Great political revolution to give transpersonal literacy to all
All egostate name are distorted

* Ashok: In my journey over decades as I discovered this fundamental shift across our
teachings I found it essential to introduce explicit "markers" to help us see, learn and
remember which "dimension" of life (language, meaning, experience, culture = literacy) we
were living.  So I chose to mark /egomental/ life and language with "/…/" signs, and to mark
the shift into ((integral…holistic, dialogic)) life with "((…))" signs.
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